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NATION~ ADVISORY CO~DTTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
ADVANCE P~S~ICTED REPORT 
TORSION TESTS OF STIFFENED CIRCULAR CYLINDERS 
By R . L. Moore and C. Hescoat 
TI~TRODUCTI01'T 
The design of ClJIVea sher:'t p~mels to res ist shee.r 
involves a consider9.tion of several factors: the buck-
ling resistance of th0 8heet, the stress at which buck-
1 ins becomes per·.J8nen~, a'1.c1 the st::eI"'.gth which may be 
developed beyJ:cld thG buckling limit by tension- field 
action . Altho1..Sh SO::1U experimental as well as theoreti -
cal work has been done on the b:J.ckling and tension- field 
phases of this problem, nel~her of these types of action 
appears to be very well understood . The problem is of 
sufficient importance from the standpoint of aircraft 
deSign, it is believed , to warrant further experimental 
investigation. This report presents the results of th~ 
first series of torsion tests of stiffo4ed circular cyl-
inders to be completed in connection wi'~h this study at 
Aluminum Research Laboratories . 
In some respects the shear problem for curved sheet 
panels is sj~ilar to that for f l at panels . The buckling 
resistance depends not only "pon curvature and the pro-
portions of panel but also Fpon the restraint provided 
at the edges The strength "hich may be c;.eveloped by-
yond the buckHng limit depends upon the capacity of the 
sheet to transmit shear by diagonal tension and the re -
sistance of the stiffener system to such tensile forces . 
The suddenness with ,,,bich b1..'ckl ing generally occurs in 
a curved sheet would appear to 11l3.ke this action more de-
terminate by experimental methods than is the case in 
flat sheet where the effects of eccentricities of loading 
usually obscure well -defined bucld ing phenomena . Tension-
field action is more complex for curved panels, however) 
in that the Eltiffeners are subjected to combined bending 
and twist as well as axial compression . 
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Several sclutians hgve been proposed for tho problem 
of elaJtic shea.Y'-buckling tn curved sheet panels. The 
ANC-5 Handbook (reference 1) indice.tes that this property 
m~y be de ~erillineG by co~p til~ the critical stress for a 
flat panel of the same proportions and adding a factor 
dependi.ng :tpon curva~ure . This solution is similar in 
form to that iJropcaed 'by vla.gner and Ballersteat (refer-
Bnce 2) . Kromm (rGl:~erence 3) has dcri'led an approximate 
formula for the staiJil tty limit of -Infinite ly long curved 
plato st rips; ,,!hile Ebner (reference 4) lnd icates that 
th i s property may be doteY'mined by :"ormulas similar to 
those developed for curved. panels under compression . 
Schapitz (re "'erence 5) concl n,des that the shear- buckling 
action of curved ShAct is largely unexIJlained. The 
latter reference presonts the reuult s of torsion tests 
of three stiffened circular cylinders and glves an analy-
sis of t.ension- field action . Enphasis is placed upon 
the need for additional tests , not only to indicate 
shear -buckling characteristics, but to sho., the buckle 
patterns and streGses acco:r..panying tension- field action . 
OBJEC'I' 
The object of this investigation was to obtain, by 
means of torsion tests of stiffened circular ylinders , 
information on the behavior of curved sheet panels in 
shear . Four typos of action have been considered : 
(1) The shear- b1lCklinc r esistance of cylinders hav-
i ng ring stiffeners only, for which the buckling limit 
is also the ultimate strength . 
( 2 ) 'I'he shear-buckl ing r esistance of panels of cyl-
inders hnvind both longitudinal and ring stiffeners. 
(3) The shear strength attainable beyond the buck-
ling limit thr ough the developJI1.ent of tension- field 
action in cylinders having both ring and l ongitudinal 
sti ffeners . 
(4) The permanent buckling characteri stics of curved 
panels . 
J 
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S:'?ECIl·1ENS 
The 8?P .:'~':lJe!1.s fer thpse tests 'flere circular cyl in-
don'!) formce. of C. 020- by 36- by 96- inch 24S- T s:r.eet . 
The mean d 1.B'T"ter was 30 _ 08 inche fl and. the over-all 
len{3't.h 36 inches . Figu.T<:l 1 ej_vas the f>ssential struc-
t ural tlet:?. il J . Tho ::,'ing st iffsm rs were Ill8.de of 1/2-
by 1/2-inch 2/,S··T 8~uarc ba:'s J s~a:p€d cold to a:.:proximate 
eize in formins ro118 . AfteT fcrm.i.r~J the rin~s 'Here 
8pli ced. arld !Wichinec. to ob'Lsin the re~uired d ia:il.eter . 
Tha longitudinal stiffeners y,-ere formed of 0.C32 - inch 
24'tS-T sbeet . Figure 1 E'howa the ncminal dimen8ions. 
One of thoBe st iff'3ners ~,!['\,s llSeo. at th" l ongi t 1..4t· inal seam 
of all specimens in onler to prev<3nt the '..,avir..~ -::8 ,-,hich 
might otherwise OCCUT i.n a 10IJ3 thin lap joint having a 
lc.r3e numb3r of closely spaced. rivets. The erd. bulk-
head. rings W8re me.de f).'om 3/J- illCh-thick steel plates . 
Shear-b'lCk:'.. ing charactc: rist iCB ~"ithin the elastic 
range "ere investisp,tec1 for 10 l'.i~fc-"·'''Jllt si~eB of curved 
sheet l:l3.ne ls the d i.r.lensions an-1 sp'3cimen numher designa-
tions of wi1ich are sho~m in fi3ures 5 and 11. All sizes 
of panels '\-lere otta ined by varyi!l3 thr} stiffe!l.er spacings 
of four different cylinders . SpecimenR 11) 15) 20 J nnd 
21 J having the closest spacl~ s of stiffe~ers J were the 
only O::lSS tested to failure involving tension- field 
action . 
PROCEDURE 
Mstnod of Load ing 
Figuro 2 shows the loadlng fixt'l).re i n which the 
torsion tests W8!'0 IlC,c~e . This 8q,uipment consists of 
tv/a similar structural steel frames having a depth of 
3 foet 6 L1CflGS at the conter and an c:fective lever 
arm. of 12 feet 1/8 inch . One frame Ylas held aga fnst 
rotation by anchoring it to the floor by ~eans of bolts 
used in floor inserts ; the other was r otated by means 
of loading screws s o al'Yanged as to pull i.n opposite 
directions at the ends. Spher i cally seated. n uts ymre 
provided at each end of both load i ng screy,s to a c com-
modate the movement a c companying the expected angl es 
of twi st . 
3 
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The ~orces Bt the ends of the movable f rame were 
detel'Ir.. i.ned bJr ~f)3.ns of an 81 UJT!.inULl alloy d;ynamometel' 
link having a capnc.ity of c000 pc mds . This force } ap-
plier. in O;'p':>Aite di.roctiona at the eno.s of the loading 
fra.:::re} :.-rovjt18d. a Irl?..:ximurn torque capacity of about 
60 }tJ00 foot-I'C1.;nr..s, Cc..l"bration of the d~rnamometcr in-
dicated a l i:1081' rel8t:'on bet ween load and deflection 
throughout t :.3 ent tre wOl"!dng r<.lI'..g '3 (0.236- in. deflec-
t:i.on for 5000··1b l oad.) . Deflccti.ons Here estime.ted by 
means of a dial i.nrlicilt or to the nearest 0 . 0001 inch} 
corresponding to a tor~ue of about 25 foot -pounds. 
The apI>1. ication of tor'l 'J.e required tolO operators J 
one at eac:b of the loading screws . Since tho center 
of rotation was not fIxed J it waG necessary to provide 
eome means of keeping t~le two ends of the specimen in 
the same r elativt' pOEiltionJ otherw·':'oe some transverse 
ber:cUng as well as torque miSI::c have j·3en ap-pl ied . 
Figure 3 sho".:! tLe btl:>: -';Jh5 ch i~ao mcu"'lted on thG longi-
tudinal axis of tne s~ 3 c'Lmcns to servo as a reference 
for maintain'ing the -p!'op9r pOf3 i t.icn relative to tho 
floOl~. B:I keeping a d ';.8.1 ind.icator at the rotating end 
in a position ,.,here it coda. bp, vi eW3d by cne load ing-
sereH opera.tor during the applioation of tcrque J it wa s 
possible to keep the vertical position of the center of 
rotation constant within 0 . 001 or 0.002 inch . Readings 
were taken at intervalr:; at tho fixed end of the specimen 
until it W<lS c.emonstnlted that for practical purposes 
these movements 1-Iere nnglig ible . 
Al though torque vl3.s a Jpl ted in increment s in all 
tests J it was generally not practical to attempt to 
a~ply definite predetermined values . The zero reading 
for ca.ch C'lse Has obtained with the specimen suspended 
loosely between the lOuding frames in order to eliminate 
accid.ental and unk!l(;'.m clumring torques . Aft (:r the 
specImen was bolted. in place J the l oading arm Has ro-
tated lmtil a dynamometc;r readIng approximately equal 
to that de8ired was obtajned J after which a final a.d-justment for cylinder -position was made . 
When buckling torques vere being determined J it 
vas necessary to watch the dynamometer deflectlon r ead-
ings closely in 0rder to catch the maximum values since 
the torClues fel l off as soon a s buckling occurred.. It 
was generally not poss ible from visual observation to 
predict when this buckling action would occur . In t he 
specimens having ring sti ffeners only!* an increa s e in 
*Longitudinal st iffenor used at s eam in all specimens not 
considered effective in increas ing shear-buckling resistance. 
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the angle of twist after buckling only resulted in a 
further decre8.89 in torque . If the anele of twist was 
retuTnod to ~ero, hm"ever, a torque reading apl'roximD.te-
ly equ'J.1. to tho initial buckling value was obtatned when 
the 8bcet SI'_'l."ppsQ o::lc..lc to its origtnal curved form . In 
spec"LJle!'ls hew lI'..g 8 or l.G longitud 'inal stiffenor8 as well 
as ring st iffoners, t~1is snrJ.'ion buckling act ion and sub-
sequent fall ing off of t.~"le torque occurred. repeatodly, 
althoL~gh at gradually increasing values, until all panels 
were buckleci. . 
Tho specimens havir~ rir~ stiffeners only wero sub-
jected to moro than one loan~r.g in an effort to obtain 
mor:) ropreoentative buckling values . Tests were ro -
peated in some instl1r_ces uith th0 S:99c~.m()n rotated 1800 
wHh respect to its origlnn.l position or turned end for 
end . Lcadi:1gs wpre aloo tried in '13voral instances with 
a number of' Gr~d-co;mectioi.1 bolts rJm073d to minimize 
strains resulting fi'om clam"!) teg the fJ:ld buU·JJ.ca.ds ti.ghtly 
to the load. in3 framoD . A2. tboll.gh a ran.':',e of b',lckl iug 
v.~l uos was obta ino0_ by this pr08odure, there 1V3.S no evi-
dence that the buc:ding acticm in one tost infllJenced 
the behavior in subseg.uent load iDg:'!. Buckl iug Llsunlly 
occurred in the same part of the cylinder in each test, 
regardless of its position in the loading frames. 
Meas1.ll·cments 
In addition to visual observations of the behavior 
of the cylincors and tbe determination of buckling and 
ul t imatc torQ.ues, me::"suremc!lts of over-all tvTist, radial 
do fleet ions, and strah,s wc..re made. 
The twists Hare determined oy means of a la-inch 
l evel bar, used i.n the menner indicated in figure 3 . 
This inctrument, equippcd with a 45 - second bubble and a 
mic..romGter 80rew graduated in 0 . nOl inch, vlo.s s ensitive 
to chm1gcs in slope of about one part in fifty thousand. 
The reference bars for thene mcasl'Y'cments, Hhich also 
s orvnd to support the reference lised for maintai.ning 
v~rtical pOSit ion, were located on the inside face of 
the end bulkhead~. The c.ifect ive length of spoc"imen was 
nss'1IDcd to be 35 ~ inches, cr the distance between bulk-
h<ad centors. 
Radial deflections were determined by means of a 
dial gage graduated in 0 . 001 i.nch and mounted on a sliding 
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pi.vot on the reference bar located at the center of t he 
cy1:':c.I.d::-rs as c:l].cw:J in figure 3 . ThiR indicator could be 
used to traversp, the entire insic.e swface of the speci-
menE'! with the exception of a 13ngth of about 4 inches 
at ee.ch end . n:'r..gs with set&crm·1'8 were used on both 
s ic'.efl of the pi'rot to :prevent slid ing while readings at 
anyone section were being take:J . Tbe rrocedure followed 
'\Va;:] to layout a rpfcAen~e grid on one or more panels, 
including the gtiffeners along the edge , which would 
provid.e Rufficier.t data to ind.icate the progress Rnd pat-
tern of the bLlckliD6 aetton 0-:: the sbeet and stiffeners . 
Panels ac..jacen:t to the longHudiIllil seam of the sJ;lecimens 
vlere not cons\i:ered sui tr>.ble for this purpose, although 
theh' action generally did not intl icate any significantly 
di ffer ent behavior . 
Strains in t.he sheet were neasured by means of 
Bald.win Southwark SR-4 type :8-1 -"i:>e--:cestst£'.nce strain 
ro~ettes. Theue rosette~ were used in pairs , one gage 
on each 8io.e of tho Sh7)et at each 10~Rtion . I n soml3 
cas,::s an Eittorr;:pt ¥':c'.l:l rna.de to obt.ain c".. e.rpl'oxiTlute meas-
ure of tne strain d.istribution in 9. typic-e.l pa.'lol by 
taking measurements a t seve~al ( .... iffer'6:Jt poin-t.':i a3 indi-
cated in figure 4 . In others, r()settes 1-7ere l occ.ted at 
the centers of panels only. These g~geA wore attached 
by means of' Duco househoJ.d cerr.ent after the surface of 
the oheet ha.d been roughened [;~igiltly with emery cloth 
(Aloxite No. 320) a:Jd cleaned with acetone. 
Strain meaAurements on the lo:t'l.gttudinal sti f feners 
were IDaQG by tr.8'=l.nS of both SP-4 type A-I vrire - res'lstance 
s train gages cnc. a F) - inch lvllittemore s t rain ge.ce . The 
Whittemore strain gage 1-1I: .. S more s uited for measurements 
of extreme f i.Jor s tr88SeG , althou, h the gage l '=ngth was 
too long in m02t c&se~ t.o be sensitive to varie.tions in 
bencL ing al..ong the length of the s t i.ffeners . The wire 
Etrfl..in g'=l.ges were too ''' ide t.o be cementod to t~18 curved 
f'lange8 of the longituninal st iffcme:'s and he:1ce could 
be placed only on the si;ies ,,,here they ,{ere relatively 
inAennitive to benr.ing . A few strE'.in measurements were 
taken on the ring stiffeners in the first tests by means 
of wi.re gages , but these determinations were not con-
tinued on all specinens . 
Figure 4 shm{s the instrumentation used in the de-
termination of strains by means of the wire- resistance 
gages. Unit s tra i.ns were rea.d directl y ill mi.croinches 
by means of the Baldwin Southwark SR- 4 strain i ndicator . 
1 
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Comp'ltation of Stresses and Angles of Tylist 
Averaga shear stresses yiere computed from the re-
lation 
where 
T shear stress) ps i 
T torquG, ft - lb 
D mean diameter, in. ( 30 . 08 ) 
and 
t sheet thickness , ill . 
Angles of' twiot vere computed from the relation 
e = 
" 
e ever- all twist, radians 
L length, in . ( 35~) 
and 
G modulus of elasticity in shear , psi ( 3 , 950 , 000) 
7 
Measured strains were rc-duced to stresses using a 
modulus of elasticity of 10,500 , 000 psi and a Poissor:.. ' s 
ratio of 1/3. The direction and the magnitu;de of the 
principal stres&f's 5n the sheet y1e r e determi.ned from the 
rosette data by rlGans of the usual biaxial str~ss relations . 
The more complex formulas used for the computation 
ot shear-buckling values and the stresses a.ccompanying 
tension- field action are slli~rlzed in the appendix . 
Auxiliary Tests of Stiffeners 
S1.nce the longitudtnal stiffeners were formed sec-
tions , the actual d imens ions diff er ed s lightly from the 
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nominal values indicated in ftgur9 1. A representative 
value ;:'or cross-sectional e.rea l.as determined by weigh-
ing several samples of known length. Moments of inertia 
about the principa.l axes and the location of the neutral 
axis in ber..ding "lere d.etermined from strain and deflec-
tion measureruents made in bending tests under central 
concentrated loads. Compressjon tests also vere made on 
individual s t iffener sections ranging from 3 to 36 inches 
in length. 
RESULTS ArID DISCUSSION 
Buckling of Cylinders Having Ring Stiffeners Only 
Although numerous torsion te sts of unstiffened cir-
cular cylinders have been reported (references 6 and 7), 
the behavior of specimens of this tJ'1le provides a logj cal 
sta~ting point for evaluating the effective~ess of stiff-
eners in increasing the shoar-bl~ckliIl..g res':"stance of 
curved sheet . Figure 5 shmm typical torClue- hTi st C'll'ves 
and indicates observed buckling ranges as well as theo-
retical buckling tOl'qno s for different lengths of cylin-
drical section. 'rhe theoretical 'Talues ",ere computed 
according to reference 6, assumlr~ hinged edges . Data 
on meas'll'ed wave l engths and angles of buckles are also 
included . ~Iigures 6 to 10 show the nature and the ex-
tent of the buckling action produced. 
As indicat.ed by the shape of the torClue-twist 
ClITVeS in figure 5, well-defined buckling values were 
obtained in all cases . Repeated tests of bhe same speci-
men did not give identical values of buckling torque, 
although the differences obtained were not large . Mini -
mum torques in any one series of tests ranged from 83 
to 98 percent of the maximum. Within the range of shear-
resistant. act. ion before buckling , the tors-Lonal st.iff-
ness was in good agreement \·,i th that compu'ced. 
The maximum depths of bl"ckles shown in figures 6 
to Fl range from about 3/16 inch for the closest spacing 
of ring stiffeners to about 5/8 inch for the widest 
spacing. The fact that buckles o'f this depth could be 
produced repGatedl J" without arv consistent or appreciable 
di f erence in tIl(;; requir ,d tcrque indicates that the 
action ",7as essentially elast ic . It should not be assumod 
from these tests, however, that slight local permanent 
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sets are not a possibility at 10y,1 sbear- bl.lckl ing stresses. 
1{!10n a large buck13 s'lch as that sho"ffi in figure 6 is 
formed rather violently, some part of the sheet may be 
s ' ·bjoct.ed to a sharp enough curvature to leave a noti.ce-
able perrr..anent crease, althe1.,lgh the buckling resistance 
in subsequent tests m:.iY not be materially affected. Such 
an observatton W8.S made tIl the case of specimen 16 for 
a shear stress of only about 1100 psi . 
Table I shows that the avorage observed shear-
buckling stresses rangod from 77 to 93 percent of the 
theoretical valuos bassd on ref'erence 6, assLUning hifl-Bed 
edges. Some restraint was, of course, obtained at the 
end bulkh!Jads and the i.nter.nediate ring stiffeners; al-
tho'.lgh for the LID rattos invest tgated , an assumption 
of clamped edges would have increased the theoretical 
buckling values only 10 to 12 p~rcent . Part of the dis-
crepancy between observed and theoretical buckling 
stresses undoubtedly mCiY be attributed to local out-of-
roundness or initial buckles in the cylinders. The dif-
fer0nce between the observed buckling values for specimens 
13 and 13A indicates that a more lUliform distribution of 
shear stress and consequently a higher buckling value 
may be obtained for interior panels than for panols ad-
jacent to the section of torque application . The ob-
served angles of buckling ranged from. about 3 0 to 100 
greater than those co~puted according to referenco 6, 
the differences being greatost for the closest spacing 
of ring st iffeners. The measlJ.T3d ",ave lefl.gths were also 
somewhat great.er than '''ere computed. 
In general , the results of t!.1esG tests are in fair 
agreement with those reported by other invest igo.tors. 
'1'he Gxper'imentally determined buckling torques givGn in 
rcfer·:mce f. fcr cylinders without intermedIate ring 
stiffeners avoraged abo ~tt 75 percent of the theoretical 
values for clamped edges with a minimum cf 60 percent 
of t.he thGoretlcal; wher eas the observed v:lluGS for the 
present tests averaged about 85 pJrcont of thd theoreti-
cal for hinged edges with a mintmum in anyone tost of 
70 percent of the theoretical . The method of computation 
given in ANC-5 (roferonce 1) is quite conservative in 
that it assumes that the minimum buckling resistance to 
be oxpected for averagE: cyLinders of tbo proporttons con-
sidered will not exceed about 60 percent of the theo--
retical. 
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Buckling of Cu~ved Yanels 
Figures 11 and 16 show the tor~ue- twist curves and 
the buckliI1..g ranges or va'..16S observed for 10 different 
sjzes of curvod sheet panel. Although the tor~ues for 
first buckling were fairly well defincd, all like pe.nels 
did not buckle sim1 1taneouslJ and it was necessary in 
most caees to determine the ranges over which this ac-
tion occurred. The minim1JJn buckltng values for the 
d if.l'erent si::os of panel shmm in figllre 11 ranged from 
74 to 88 percent of tho maximuID values . For the speci-
mens having more than one spacing of ring stiffeners, 
the buckling of the la:;:gest panels vias the only action 
definitel~ reflected by the tor~ue-twist relations. 
Buckling ranges or values for the smaller panels were 
determined b.{ visual observation. 
Fi gures 12, 13} and 14 show the nature of the buck-
ling action obtained "in the panels where radial deflec-
tions were measc.red. The angles of f:irst buckling were 
in every case sligl1tly less than shov.-n in figure 5 for 
specimens havjng the sarna spacings of ring stiffeners 
'but vlithout longitudinals, indicating that the longitudi-
nals had. a significant effect upon the buckling charac-
terist ics. The effect of the longitudinals probably 
would have been more -pl'Onoullced had the spacings not been 
approximately e~l1al to a multiple of the buckle wave 
lengths obtained without thuse stiffeners . 
Table II summarizes the mean observed shear-buckling 
stresses for all sizes of panel and gives corre sponding 
computed values obtained by several met hods. Ratios of 
these cbserved to computed buckling stresses are given 
in table III. Of principal .nterest from the standpoint 
of design is the fact that the experimental buckl~ng 
values exceed those computed according to ANC-5 
(reference 1) by as much as 31J to 130 percent. The 
greatest dif· ... erences are shown for the panels formed by 
a close spacing of ring stiffeners. The ANC-5 value s 
were obtained b.{ computing the buckling stresses for 
flat panels having the same proportions as those tested 
and adding a factor for c1..U'vature. Hinged edges Vlere 
assumed, although for all but the closest spac:lngs of 
ring stiffeners the assumption of partial or even com-
plete edge fixity '-lould not have altered the results 
appreciably . 
I . 
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The shear-buckling stresses computed according to 
references 3 and 4 are in much better agreement with ob-
served values J although here a.gain the greatest differ-
ences are sho.m for the closest spacings of ring stiffeners. 
'l'he method of reference 3 was derived. for infinitely long 
curved. plate strips having simply supported edges. It 
was assumed that the buckling values for pa!lela of the 
lengths considerec, were equal to tbe computed values for 
infinitely long panels multiplied by the ratio of the 
cClI!l:puted values for corresponding flat panels. In only 
two cases "lere the buckling values obtained by this pro-
cedure on the unsafe side . The method of reference 4 is 
more conservative and appears to offer a somewhat more 
practical basis for design . Failure to take proper ac-
count of edge restraining effects is proba.bly partly 
responoible for its apparent shortcomings for close 
stiffener spaCinGS . The importance of this factor is 
indicated by the fact that the theoretical buckling value 
for a 9·inch-long tm~tiffened cylindrical section of the 
proportions tested is only about 12 percent higher for 
fixed than for hinged edges; whereas for a 2- inch-long 
section the corresponding increase in buckling value is 
about 40 percent . 
In the tests of the spe cimens having ring stiffeners 
only it will be recalled from table I that the o'!Jservcd 
bv.ckl ing stresses averaged about 85 percent of the theo-
retical based on reference 6, assuming hinged edges. 
Table III shows that the mean observed buckling stresses 
f or different lengths of cylindrical secticns having 
8 longitudinal stiffeners were from 92 to 106 percent 
o f the theoretical values for the same lengths of 
unstiffened cylinders; whereas the buckling value s for 
cylinders having 16 longitudinal stiffeners were from 
26 t o 56 percent greater than the theoretical for the 
corresponding unstiffened cylinders. Figure 15 illus-
trates these relations between shear-buckling stress, 
LID ratiO, and the number of' longitudinal stiffeners. 
It appears from these tests that the buckling stress 
fer an tmstiffened cylinder may be increased about 20 
percent by adding 8 equally spaced longitudinal stiffeners 
or increased about 60 percent by adding 16 equally spaced 
stiffeners. 
Although the relative merits of different sizes of 
longitudinal stiffeners have not been investigated, the 
particular section chosen for these tests was adequate 
as far as buckling resistance was concerned in that it 
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remained Gssentially straight after buckling of the sheet 
panels. How much smaller the stiffeners might have b8en 
and still accomplish the same result is, of course, not 
known. It is instructive to point out that as far as 
the shear-buckling resistance of the panels was concerned , 
the material in the stiffeners might have been used some-
",hat more effectively if it had been added uniformly to 
the cylinder wall thickness. According to computations 
the shear-buckling resistance would have been increased 
about 40 percent by utilizing the material of 8 longi-
tudinnls or 80 percent by utilizing that of 16 stiffeners . 
Th.3se increases in buckling r esistance are slightly 
greater than obtained by tho use of stiffeners. 
Tension-Field Action 
Tests to failtu'e J involving the application of tor-
ques of f}~om four to six times the values required to 
produce first panel b l~cklinB, were made on only four 
cylind l:!rs. Figure 16 shows complete torque-twist curves 
for these specimens and indicates buckling ranges and 
maximum torques . 
The action of stiffened circular cylinders in the 
tension-field range is 60 complex that no attempt has 
been made from those few tests to +'o_mulate general 
ccnclusions regard"i:r>..g such behavior . Some indication 
of the principal elements of the p oblem may bo obtained, 
:bowever, from a consideration of the torsional stiffness 
a fter buckling, the buckle patterns and sheet stresses, 
the stresses and d0flections prod uced in the stiffeners, 
and th~ ultimate torsional strengths . 
Torsional stiffness. - The torque-twist curves in 
figlITe 16 indicate four distinct stages in the behavior 
of the cylinders: (1) the range of shear-resistant ac-
tion before buckling, for which the torsional stiffness 
may be predicted closely on the assumption of pure 
shear; (2) the buckl ing range, ,.,here there is a marked 
decrease in the torsioml stiffness as the sheet is being 
stretched to where it is capable of transmitting shear 
by diagonal tension; (3) the tension-field range in which 
the shear in excess of the buckling value is carried 
-principally by tension in the sheet and an approxim.o.tely 
Ilnear relation betvleen torque and twist is ag'lin obtained; 
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!J.nd (4) ultimate failure, which may occur either by 
fracture of the sheet or by collapse of some eloment of 
the stiffoner system. 
TorsioIk9.1 stiffness in the range after buckling 
appears to be dependent not only upon sh6et thickness 
and proportions of :panel but also upon the properties 
of the stiffoners . T~e use of two or more qvite differ-
ent ring-stiffener spacings in all specimens except 
spectmen 15 made E ll!!possible to evaluate the stiffness 
of the different sizes of panels from measuremonts of 
over-all twi::rL only . Eatios of tho rates of hlist after 
buckling to those before bu.ckli.ng were approximutely as 
f'ollows: 
Specimen 14 - 3 . 9 
Specimen 15 - 4 . 1 
Specimen 20 - 3.2 
SpecL~en 21 - ~ . 8 
--~-------
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The fact thaT, specimen 21 was t he stiffest in the tension-
f ield range is not sUJ:'prising in view of the cloSG spac-
in.gs of stiffeners, although an explan-'3.tlon for t he 
relative stiffnessos of specimens 14, 15, and 20 is not 
apparent from inspection. The large decrease in tor-
sional stiff:l.CSS after bu.cklinG is evid '.:mce of s everal 
factors of importance in an arr~lysis of tension- field 
action: (1) the angls and distribution cf the diagonal 
tensile stresses in each p'3.nel, (2) the stretching of 
the sheet between longitudinals from an arc to a posi-
t ion approaching the cl:ord , and (3) the radial de ... 'lec-
tions of the longitudinal and ring stiffenors. 
Buckle patterns . - Figure3 12, 13, and 14, previ-
ously referred to, illustrate the buckling characteris-
ti cs observed for tor~ue8 covering the greater part of 
thJ tension-field range investigated . Tho position and 
angle of buckling, which it should be noted are not con-
stant with varying torquos, aro indicative of the paths 
of the prinCipal diagonal tensions . The tor~ue-radial 
deflection curves shown in figure 17 gives an indication 
of the progress of this buckling . In those cases for 
which tho number of buckles and the location of the 
points of maximum deflection remained. fairly constant , 
the curves indicate well-defined buckling action within 
the range of critiGal tor~ues selected . In those case s 
where thore was a shift in the buckle pattern, ho"evor, 
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the break or knee in the torqre-deflection curves which 
is indicative of buckling was less pronounced. 
Sheet stresses. - Figures 18 t o 21 shmv the torque 
stress-relat{ons obtained from the strain rosette meas-
'lr6mente. In all ce..S'3S the stresscs given are the 
averages of the measlrred values on the two sides of the 
sheet . In general.} the meas lr3d stresses before buckling 
were reasonably consistent with those computed on the 
assnmption of pure shcGr. The diagonal tensions and 
ccmpress ions wer0 approximetely equal to the agerage 
shears and wore inclined 45 0 to tho longttudinal axis of 
the specimens. The buckling torques indicated by these 
stross determinations were ",i thin the rnngcs determined 
from the tlvist measl;.remcnts . After buckling J the dio.g-
oIlal tensions continued to vary linearly with torque 
but their magnitudes increased to two or more tjmes the 
average shears and thero ",as a marked shift in thoir 
direction . The corresponding dia80nal compress iOns 
varied little in most cases from their values at the 
buckling torqll.es . 
In view of the type of buckling shCl'm in figures 
12} 13 J and 14 , it 1vas not expected that a very accurate 
meas lre of the maximun sheet strosses accompanying 
tension-field action could b0 obtained. In cases 1vhero 
stresse s were measured at more than one location in the 
S~~e panel, the values at tho center were the highest . 
An exception to this rule probnbly would have been 
found had strain measlll'0ments boen taken on specimen 19 
(se8 buckle pattern in fig . l4). Local bending stresses, 
vlhich govern perD13.nent buckling cha.racteristics, were 
obviously much higher than any of tho aver::tge valu.(; s 
indicated but the locations [lnd magnitudes of these 
critical stresseo "'ere of course unknown. 
The irregularities shovln in certain of the torquc-
stress relationo for specimGn3 l5 and 2l, in the r~ngc 
just after buckling, ~~y apparontly be attributed 
largely to the effect of shifting buckle patterns. For 
these caGes} the computed angleo of maximum tensions 
ranged from about 45 0 before buckling, to values as lO1" 
as 130 a f ter buckling . The fact that the3e angles were 
now consistent with the wave angles sho',oln in figure 12 
suggests that the stresses measured were not the m~i­
mum tensions developed in the panels . In specimens l4 
and 20} where there was less shift in the buckle patterns 
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relative to the strain r osettes , a bettor agreement be -
tweon observod an~los of buckling and compQtud angles of 
maximum tonsions was obtained . 
Stiff8ner stresscs n~ deflections . - Figures 22 to 
25 ir:nlcate the maffi1E;;;andOXtCi1t~towhich the stiffeners 
participatcd in thu development of tension-field action 
after buckling . The relations beh;een torque and average 
compressive stress in the longitudinal stiffeners were 
approxtmately linear . In goneral , the stresses inQicated 
by thB wire -resistance strain gages (13/16- in . gage 
lengths) attached to the sides of the 10I1~itl~dinals were 
in fair agreement with the averages of the extreme fiber 
stresses determined by means of the lO- inch Whittemore 
stra"i.n gage . Although the use of more than one rJng- -
stiffener spacing in all specimens except specimen 15 
resultl?d in different deg:rees of tension-field action 
in different panels and conseq'wntly variations in aver-
age compression a l on..g tho lengths of the longitudinals, 
it is believed that a f a irlj satisfactory measure of 
the maximum compressive forces developed in these mem-
bers 'vas obtained . 
It 1s apparent from the measured radial deflec-
tions and the stress -distribution diagrams included in 
figures 22 and 25 that the longitudinal stiffeners were 
sub.jected to bending as well as to axial compression . 
It was not possible from the meas'.rrements made, however , 
to determine the maximum intensity of thes e bending 
stresses . The location of the wire- resistance gages C~ 
the sides of the stiffeners made them insensitive to 
bending and the Whittemore read ings gave only average 
stresses over lO-inch gage lengths . The amount of in-
tegral action developed between the stiffeners and the 
s~cet to which they were attached was also an uncertain 
factor . 
Figure 22 gives the results of the few strain 
measQrements made on the ring stiffeners of specimen 14 . 
Those stresses ",ere not only small but appeared to be 
influcncod by local "bendi.ng effects which could not be 
fully evaluated. The observed r adial deflections give 
the most direct measure of the over-all a ction cf the 
ring stiffeners . These deflections , as well as those 
of the longi.tudinal stiffeners, d id not vary l inearly 
with torque but increased at an increas ing rate as the 
sh(;ct was "stret.ched " between longitudinal s . The groater 
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the departure of the sheet from its original curved form , 
the greater the rad ial corr;:ponent of the sheet tension 
acting on the stiffeners . The average compressive stresses 
developed in the ring stiffeners may be estimated by as-
suming that the deflections .lere the result of a uniformly 
distributed radial llressul'e, since there was no signifi-
cant difference between deflections measured at or midway 
between longitudj_nals . The maximum deflection of 0.025 
inch shown in figure 25 for the center stiffiner of speci-
men 21 corresponds to an average compressive stress of 
about 17,800 psi . 
Analysis of tension-field action. - Reference 5 indi-
cates the factors-t()be considered in an analysis of 
tension- field action in stiffened circular cylinders and 
gives formulas for computi.ng the principal stresses in-
volved . It is apparent from an at empt to check the 
behavior observed in tl:ese tests against that computed. 
by the proposed. methods, hm.Tevar, that certain aspects 
of the problem are still not well understood. 
Table IV shows a comparison between measlrred sheet 
and stiffener stresses and values computed on the assump-
tion of complete tension- field action , The angle s of 
principal tension l'.sed were assumed to coincide wi h t he 
observed angles of buckling, The fact that the ratios of 
measur6d to computed stressos fo~ tho longitudinal stiff-
eners are less tr,an unity indicates tbat partial rather 
than complete tension·field action should have been as-
sumed. The majority of the ring stiffener ntresse s) hm.,-
ever, exceed the computed values, the differences in the 
caso of specimen 21 being considerable. The ID8P:imum 
measured sheet stresses are in fair agreement with those 
computed. 
As indicated in reference 5, the ust- of the rather 
complex formulas proposed for incomplete tension- field 
action requires tho evaluation of several experimentally 
determined factors . Excopt for the degree of tensjon-
field action indicated by the ratios of measured to com-
puted longitudinal stiffener stresses shown in table IV) 
these tests have not contributed materially toward such 
an ovaluation. It may be shmm that tho angles of buck-
ling observed for tho different panels are not consistent 
with the so- called "wrinkling" factor for complet8 tension-
field action . Furthormore, tho use of more than one 
spacing of ring stlffensrs in all specimens except l~ 
precluded tho possibility of eval1mting thi.s factor from 
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measurements of over-all twist. Even in the case of 
specimen 15, ~hGre a determination of this wrinkling 
factor could be made, tho computed angle of principal 
tension was not in agreement ,,,ith tha angle of buckling 
observed. Until considerably more data relating to 
tension-field action in stiffened cylinders are availa-
ble, there appears to be little basis for making other 
than the genorally conservativo assumption of complete 
tension-field action . 
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Ultimate torsional strongths. - Table if gives the 
average - shc-ar-andtlw"oS'tIiiiatod maximum. tensHa and como. 
pressivG stresses devf,loped in tho four speci.mens loaded 
to failure . In threo cases failure occurred by collapse 
of the longitudinal stiffeners as shown in figlITeS 26, 28, 
and 29; in the fourth th", sheet fractnrod through tho 
connections to one of the end bl~lk.l}eads as shown in fig-
ure 27 . The fourth test was tho one which indicated the 
neiJd for providing relatively high shE::ar"·r0s1.stant panels 
adjacent to the end bulkheads to cushio:1 t ::msion- field 
effects. Thu effectivenuss of this procedure is indicated 
by the fact that the avcragG shear stress d~veloped in 
spocimen 21 at failuro was about 40 perce nt higher than 
that developed in specimsn 15, l',aving the same stiffen~r 
s;ystem OXCE,pt for the cnshion panels at the ends. 
The longitudir~l stiffeners of specimens 14 and 21 
collapsed at approximately the same estimated average 
compressive stress, indicating that the length betVleen 
ring stiffeners rather than the nl~ber of lor~itudinals 
"HaS the contrelling fa.ctor. The ring· st iffener spacing 
at the center of specimen 20 was 50 percent greater than 
in specimens 14 and 21, and consequently the longitudt-
nals collapsed at a lower stress. The buckling stresses 
developed in the l ongitudinal stiffeners of these three 
cylinders, for ring-stiffener spacings of 9 inches and 
13.5 inches, were in close agreement with the stresses 
developed by the same lengths of individual stiffener 
section, tested as flat-end columns . Figure 30 shows a 
cORparison of these data . Failure in the column tests 
occurred by twisting rather than by fl exure , which ac-
counts for the con\3tderable difference shown between the 
test values and the computed Ellier column curve . 
Permanent sets . - Although no systematic effort +'0 
determine relations between buckling and first permanent 
set characteristics was made in these tests, some infor-
mation relating to this aspect of behavior "las obtained. 
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The photographs in figures 2G, 28, and 29 were taken 
with considerable torque on the cylinders to em~hasize 
the buckle patterns . Except in the vicinity of the 
longitudinal stiffeners which collapsed, the greater 
part of these buckles in the sheet disappeared when the 
torque was removed . Figure 27 shows practically no evi-
denr;e of permanent b'lckling in the center panels of 
specimen 15 after the application of an average shear of 
14,400 psi, accompanied oy sheet'deflections as high as 
0.35 inch. The torque - tw;st curve shown for this speci-
men in figure 16, however, indicates considerable over-
all permanent set for a torque equal to only about 80 
percent o~ the max~mum . Measured deflections ;or speci-
men 14 indicated that deptr:s of buckles of about n . 25 
inch were prodllced by an average shear of 5100 psi wHh 
no appreciable set, although s ~bsequent loading o~ this 
specimen showed a reduct ion i.n mean buckling value of 
about 8 percent . It appears from these data that tests 
to determjne losses in buckling resistance may provide 
D. more sensitive meas·'re of signi f icant permanent set 
than direct measurements of permanent sheet deflection. 
S~~RY ATh~ CONCLUSIONS 
The torsion tests of sttffened circular cylinders 
described in thts report are the first of a series to be 
completed in an experimental investigation of the shear-
buckling resistance and strength of stiffened curved 
sheet. Although a number of observations of interest 
have been made regarding the behavior of this particular 
group of 0 . 020- inch thick 24S-T cylinders , additioI'.al 
test.s are i.n progress which should be considered before 
an attempt. is made to formulate general conclusions . The 
most significant results obtained thus far may be sum-
marized as fol10Yls : 
1 . The shear- buckling stresses observed for the cyl-
inders hav ~ing ring st iffeners only averaged about 85 per-
cent of the theoretical values computed according to 
Donnell , (reference 6), assumi.ng hing0d edges . This aver-
age is about 40 percent higher than the mi.nimum to be 
expected from average cylinders of these proportions, 
according to ANC- 5 (reference 1) . Although the result s 
of these tests are in ~alr a reement with those previous-
ly reported, their value in this investigation lie s in 
the fact that they provide a basis for judging the rela-
tive effe ctiveness of l ongitudinal stiffeners in increas -
ing the shear- b1.1.ckl iug resistance of cu:rved sheet . 
~-------~.~-~---:----------.--- - .------~--~ 
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2 . Ta-Ole II give s mean observed shear -bvckl ing 
stresses for 10 different sizes of curved sheet panels. 
These stre8ses were based on buckling phenomena whi ch 
for the most part were well defined by the torqlle - twist 
relations Sh01Vll in figures 11 a:1d 16 . Vari.:l.tions from 
the mean observed buckling value for anyone size of 
panel did not exceed 15 perc8nt . 
3 . The obsarved shear-buckling stres ses given in 
table II are from 30 p0rcent to 130 percent higher than 
computed accord ing t.o ,,.'\lJC- ~ , assuming hinged edge s . 
Computed values based on a ffi~difjcation of the solution 
given by Kromm (reference 3) fo:c infinitely long curved 
panels or upon the mel,hod propoced by Ebner (refer-
ence 4) are in m~ch tetter agreenent with test values . 
These methods sho~d receive further consideration as a 
possible basis for 1esgn. 
4 . A comparison of the shear- buckling stresses ob-
served for different lengths cf cyl tndrical section, 
with and .Titbout longi t ud inal at iffeners, and the theo-
retiral values for unstiffened secticns indicates that 
the tuckling resistance of a given cylinder may be in-
creased about 20 percent by adding 8 equally spaced 
longitud"i.nal stiffeners, or about 60 percent by adding 
16 8qually spaced 101"'..gi tudtnals . 
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5 . The re8ults of tbe test s carried to ultimate 
fail '1re permit a gualitative if not a very accurate quan-
titative analysis of the action involved in the tension-
fi eld range beyond b"ckling . Approximately linear 
relati.ons were observed bet.Teen torque and over-all hTist 
for the greater part of the tension·field r~nges , as 
shown .in fi.gure 16 , although the rates of twIst were three 
to four times those measw~ed in the shear- resistant range 
before buc~cl"ing. Linear relations were likewise observed 
bet-vleen torque and ave:cagc meas ,lred stresses in the sheet 
and longi t ud inal st iffeners , as sho.Tn in fig'lre s 18 to 25 . 
The average compressive stresses in the ring stiffeners, 
baaed on measured radial deflections, and the bending 
stresses in the longitlldinals showed a definite tendency 
to increase at a faster rate than the torques. 
6 . An analysjs of tension- field action in stiffened 
circular cylinders subjected to twist involves a consid-
eration o£' the buckling resistance of the sheet , the 
magnitude and direction of the principal tensile stresses 
produced in the sheet after buckling, the contraction of 
the sheet between longitudinals a s a result of buckling , 
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and the stze and spactng of the stHfeners . SchapHz 
(reference 5) has indicated the manner in which these 
factors may be recognized) but except for an assumed 
case of complete tension-f ' eld action, his formulas re -
quire substitution of experimental constants not yet 
evaluated . 
7. Table IV gives a comparison between measured 
sheot and stiffener stresses and values computed for 
complete tension- field action according to Schapitz 
(reference 5) . The ratios of average measured to com-
puted stresses in the longitudinals indicate that incom-
plete rather than complete tension- field action should 
have been assumed, although the results of the other 
stress measQrements are not generally consistent with 
this observation. 
8 . Three of the four specimens loaded to the limit 
of the tension- field range failed by colle.p~e of the 
longitudinal stiffeners . The average compressive 
strc80es develope1 for ring-stiffener spacir~s of 9 inches 
and 13 . 5 inches were approximately the same as the 
strengths developed by tho same lengths of individual 
stiffener sections tested as flat - end columns . The 
fourth specimen failed by f'racture of the sheet through 
the corm.ections to ono end buH:head . 
9 . Relations between average shear stresses and the 
maxtmum deflections and bending stresses which may be 
developed in sheet panels of different proportions after 
buckl iug have not been suffiCiently well defined to make 
possible accurate predictions regardiI1..g permanent buck-
ling charactoristics . If a s tructure can be loaded re-
peatedly "\-llthout loss in buckling resistance, it can be 
assumod, or CO'lrS O , that the action 18 elastic . Tests to 
determine allowable load limits for elastic buckling 
appear to pJ.ovide a more sensitive measure of permanent 
set than direc ~ measurements of permanent sheet deflec-
tion . 
Aluminum Research Laboratories, 
Aluminum Company of America , 
New Kensington, Fa . , March 13, 1944 . 
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APPENDIX 
SUl'-1tiW.RY OF FORMULAS 
Notation 
T shear- stress for applied torque, psi. 
TO shear-buckling streos, psi 
t sheet thickI~SS , in. 
D mean diameter, in. 
r mean radius, in. 
L length, in. 
b arc length of panel} "In . 
a other dimension of panel, in. 
o max1mmn diagonal tension after buckling, psi 
u angle of maximum dingon~l tons ion} deg 
Ox average compression in longitudinal stiffeners, psi 
Oy average compression in ring stiffeners, psi 
Fx area of longitudinal stiffener, sq in . 
Fy area of rin~ s tiffenor, sq in . 
E modulus of' elasticity J psi J (10,500,000) 
~ Poisson's ratio (1/3) 
Reference 1 (ANC- 5) 
L8 
For unst iffened circular cyl inders J ,.,here tD > 20 
To 
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where 
K = 0 . 75 for hinged edges 
For <.nrrved panels 
ft)2 t T = KE . - + Kl E -
o \.b r 
where 
K buckling factor for cot'responding flat sheet 
pnnel depending on ratio of alb 
and 
Reference 3 (Kromm) 
For infinitely long curved plate strips having 
hinged edges (central angle ~ 43°) 
r-
t /t 
To = 1. 67 E b ;</ r 
when b Ili-> 4 . 3 (Seo reference 3 for other cases.) 
t -, r 
For tha panel l engths considered, values of To deter-
minod by the above relation were multiplied by the ratio 
of the computed buckling stress for a flat panel of the 
same proportions to that for an infinitely long flat 
panel having the same short dimension. 
Ref~rence 4 (Ebner) 
For curved 
where 
Tp shear- buckl iug stress f er unst i.ffened cylinder 
T P shear.-b1wkling stress for corresponding flat panel 
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Reference 5 (Schallitz) 
For complete tension- field action after buckling 
a T To 
sin b:- cos a. 
f 1} ax _ bt To ! T cot CL -
- Fx ~~ 
at To (T tan ex. - 1) (Jy Fy \T 0 
Reference 6 (Donnell) 
For unstiffened circular cylinders having hinged 
ends where 
;;) -372] 
/ 
/ 
+ '\,' 2 . 6 + 1. 4 
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TORSIONAL STRENGTHS OF 24S-T CYLINDERS HAVING RING STIFFENERS ONLY 
Mean Diameter, D - 30 .08 in. 
Overall Lengtn - 36 in. 
Sheet lbickness - 0.020 in. 
Le~th of Speoiaen Buckle Section, LID ~rere.ge No. L, in. t Observed 
16 35.62 1.18 1 110 
17 27.00 0.90 1 280 
18 13.50 0.45 1 710 
13 8.81 0.29 2 310 
13A. 9.00 0.30 2 570 
t Center to oenter of ring stiffeners tSee Fig. 5). 
* Hased on Referenoe 6, assuming hinged edges. 
TABLE III 
She~Buokli TUl 1':+ 
Theoretical* 
1 325 
1 520 
2 210 
2 870 
2 770 
as 
Dei 
Ibeened 
Theoretioal. 
o.a. 
o.s. 
0.77 
0.81 
0.93 
COKPAHIIXJN OF OBSERVED .AND COMPUTED ~1lEAR-BUCK1ING STRESSES FOR CURVED 24S-T SHEET PANELS GIVEN IN 
TABLE 1I 
Speoitlen No. 
19 
14 
14 
20 
15 
15 
21 
21 
20 
21 
Speoill8n 
No. 
14 
15 
20 
21 
DimensioD~ of Panels, Ratio of Mean Observed to Computed Shear-Buckling Str88sea Based On: 
In. ANI;-O He:r. J He:r. 4 
, 
. ' e 1Qug~~udi~al S~i!t~D~~~1 n·el ;j,C. IUllid 
0.020 x 13.50 x 11.81 I 1.30 I 
1.17 
I 
0.91 
0.020 x 9.00 x 11.81 1.68 1.09 1.00 
0.020 x 4.31 x 11.81 1.58 0.43 0.80 
l~ LQugitu~iDal Sti!!~D~~§1 ~.~Q ~~. AllIIn 
0.020 x 13.50 x 5.90 1.39 1.10 1.12 
0.0195 x 8.81 x 5.90 1.60 
- -0.0195 x 9.00 x 5.90 1.71 1.24 1.13 
0.0205 x 9.00 x 5.90 1.84 
- -0.0205 x 6.75 x 5.90 1.99 1.30 1.21 
0.020 x 4.31 x 5.90 2.31 1.25 1.27 
0.0205 x 2.06 x 5.90 2.02 0.71 1.50 
TABLE V 
TORSIONAL ST~G"IS OF 245-T CYLINDERS HAVING DOTH RING AND LONGlTUDlNAL STIfFENERS 
Mean Diameter - 30.08 in. 
Overall Length - 36 in. 
Ring- Stres; las at 1aj L~ tin 
Stiffener ~xUrulll Average Sheet Number of SpaciDfl for !.IaxilllUlll Tension Compression Thic~ness, Lo~i tudinal Center an813, Tor~e, Average in in 
10. Stlffeners in. ft- b Shear Sheet Longitudinala 
0.020 8 9 28 600 12 100 33 500 34 000 
0.0195 16 9 33 200 14 400 35 000 fO 000 
0.020 16 3.5 36 800 15 500 48 500 23 000 0.0205 16 9 49 000 20 200 45 500 34 500 
He!. IS 
0.95 
1.06 
0.92 
1.30 
1.26 
1.37 
1.42 
1.39 
1.49 
1.56 
Location 
of 
Failure 
Longitudinala 
Sheet 
Longitudinal. 
Longi tudinal.! 
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TABLE II 
SHEAR-BUCKLING STRESSES FOR PANELS 07 24S-T CYLINDERS HAYING BOTH RING AND LONGI'ruDlKAL STIYnN!:RS 
l\ean Di8Jll9ter • 30 .08 in. 
Speoimen 
No. 
19 
a 
14 
20 
15 
15 
21 
21 
20 
21 
Dimensi ons of Panels , 
i n. 
O. O~ x 13. 50 x 11.81 0.02 x 9.00 x 11.81 0.020 x 4. 31 x 11.81 
0.020 x 13.50 x 5.90 
0.0195 x 8.81 x 5.90 
8'8195 x 9.00 x 5. 90 
• 205 x 9.00 x 5.90 
0.0205 X 6.75 X 5.90 
0.020 'r: 4.31 x 5.90 
0.0206 X 2.06 x 5.90 
Overall length - 36 in. 
an 
Observed 
a LQDii~~~i~ Sti!!~~CI§, 
I 
2 110 1 620 
2950 1750 
4130 2 610 
l~ LQllSit~~i~Al StitteneI~'90 in. Apart 
2 870 2 070 2 600 
3 370 2 110 
-3 590 2 100 2880 
4 ~20 2240 -4 40 2 380 3 650 
6700 2920 5 400 
13 900 6890 19 500 
2 320 
2 960 5 145 
2 570 
-3 170 
-3 900 
5 300 
9 3)0 
* Theoretioal for oylinders having lengths equal to ring-stiffener spaoings but without 
10ngi tudinals. 
TABLE IV 
COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND COMPUTED STRESS~ lfI'ffiIN THE TENSION-FIELD RANG! 
STIFFENED CIRCULAR 24S-T CnI!ID!RS 
2 210 
2 770 
4 510 
2 210 
2 680 
2 680 
2 910 
3400 
~ 510 
8 900 
Avg. Co~~~e~ion in Loruzi t\ lina.:.s D ,i Avg. ~~mpre8sion in ·.lrS D8i Maximum Tenslon 1n Sheet, Dsi 
Speoimen Tor~t., JleasureCl* {iolllputeCl ~: lIeasure<tT compute<t ~: Il\ell.sureCl-No. ft- Olllp. omp.
14 12 000 10 000 21 600 0 •• 6 - - - 12 000 20 900 22 500 35 000 0.64 1 400 2 000 0.70 22 000 
28 000 33 000 49 900 0.66 3 500 3 400 1.03 32 000 
16 11 600 8 500 12 300 0.69 
- - -
8 500 
20 000 12 000 17 400 0.69 2 100 1 100 1.91 15 000 
30 800 19 000 27 000 0.70 4 200 3 500 1.20 26 000 
20 13 900 9 500 21 700 0.44 
- - -
13 000 
22 200 14 000 33 100 0.42 
-
1 000 - 24 000 
27 800 18 500 42 500 0.44 - 2 000 - 33 500 
21 16 800 10 000 12 400 0.80 
- - -
9 500 
22 200 14 000 16 900 0.83 2 800 1 400 2. 00 14 500 
30 200 20 000 25 000 0.80 6 600 2 900 1.93 23 000 
41 600 29 000 37 300 0.78 17 500 5 100 3.44 36 500 
All oomputed stresses based on Reference 5, assuming complete tension-field aotion. 
* 
Based on average strains measured over 10-in. gage lengths near center of stiffeners. 
.. lased on average strains eaeured at centers of panels. 
t Based on measured radial defleot ions . 
vOll\puteCl 
9 400 
16 400 
23 000 
9 800 
16 100 
25 600 
15 500 
23 800 
30 700 
11 500 
16 000 
23 100 
33 400 
~: 0ll\P .
1.28 
1.34 
1.39 
0.87 
0.93 
1.01 
0.84 
1.01 
1.09 
0.82 
0.91 
0.99 
1.09 
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